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MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:  Group Capital Calculation (E) Working Group 
 
FROM:   David Altmaier, Chair, Group Capital Calculation (E) Working Group 
 
DATE:  February 28, 2018 (Tracked for updates from the March 24, 2018 Meeting) 
 
RE:  Scope of Group 
 
 
This memorandum sets forth a proposed approach to determining the scope of the group for purposes 
of applying the group capital calculation.  
 
The group capital calculation is a risk analysis tool applied at the group level.  As such, it will be 
designed to provide regulators, particularly lead-state regulators, quantitative calculation of capital at 
the group level. The calculation is intended to include information on potential risks to policyholders 
emanating from outside the insurance companies, as well as location and sources of capital within the 
group.  The calculation will help regulators perform an assessment of capital when combined with 
information provided on Schedule Y, Form F, in ORSA (where applicable), and other information 
obtained by regulators. 
 
During and after the Solvency Modernization Initiative, considerable attention was given to the 
framework around group supervision. Considerable revisions were made to the Insurance Holding 
Company Regulatory Act (Holding Company Act), which introduced supervisory colleges and included 
the implementation of a new regulatory filing: the Enterprise Risk Report (Form F). In addition to these 
revisions, state regulators also implemented the Risk Management and Own Risk and Solvency 
Assessment Model Act (ORSA Model Act), which required certain insurance companies and/or 
insurance groups to file an Own Risk and Solvency Assessment summary report (ORSA Report) with 
their lead state regulator1. The Group Capital Calculation is intended to fit seamlessly and efficiently 
with these and other group supervision tools implemented currently by state regulators.  
 
As an analytical tool that is designed to include information on potential risks as well as the location and 
sources of capital within the group, the tool can only be helpful to the extent it’s consistent with the 
lead-state regulator’s view of such risks and sources. As such, it’s critical that the scope of the group is 
determined by the lead state based upon their understanding of the group and considering the input of 
other domestic states or other regulators that have an entity in the group. As previously noted, the 
calculation is expected to be used to form an assessment of capital adequacy when combined with 
information provided in Schedule Y, Form F, ORSA, and perhaps most importantly, other information 
obtained by regulators. While the Schedule Y and Form F represent information reported all the way up 
                                                           
1 The reference to the ORSA Model Act here and throughout this report is only made for the purposes of considering how the 
scope of an ORSA Report is established. In no way should its inclusion in this memo be interpreted to mean that the Group 
Capital Calculation will only be applicable to companies or groups that meet the premium threshold for filing an ORSA 
Report. 
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to the ultimate controlling person, in some cases the states collect other relevant information through 
their examination authority that go beyond that captured in regulatory filings. It’s important that this type 
of information be used by the lead state in cooperation with the domestic states and other impacted 
regulators when developing the scope of the group for purposes of the group capital calculation.  
 
While the default starting point for the group should be the ultimate controlling person as defined in the 
Holding Company Act, it’s incumbent upon the lead state to define the scope differently if the facts and 
circumstances suggest a different approach is more appropriate. The proposed approach to establish 
the scope of the group for purposes of applying the Group Capital Calculation leverages off existing 
group supervision tools and allows for lead-state regulators to utilize information gained from these 
tools, as well as communication with other regulators to drive the implementation of the group capital 
calculation.  
 
Questions for Exposure 

 
1) Do you agree the default for the scope of the group for the group capital calculation should start 

with the ultimate controlling person, but that it should be determined by the lead state based 
upon their understanding of the group and considering the input of other domestic states or 
other regulators that have an entity in the group? 
 

2) Do you see any disadvantages with an approach that allows relevant facts outside of control, as 
defined with the Holding Company Act, to be considered in making this determination? 
 

3) To the extent a lead state makes a determination on the scope of the group that differs from the 
ultimate controlling person, should the calculation still include information on (any of) the 
entity(ies) excluded from the calculation either individually or in total? 
 

4) To the extent a lead state makes a determination on the scope of the group that differs from the 
ultimate controlling person, what type of communication may be appropriate to the other 
licensed domestic or commercially-domiciled states? Should such communication occur before 
or after a determination is made by the lead state with input of the domestic states and 
international regulators? 
 

5) Do you have any other suggestions for consideration of this approach? 
 

6) What criteria should be considered by the lead state when determining whether something other 
than the ultimate controlling person should be used as the starting point for the group for 
purposes of the group capital calculation? 
 

7) Do you have any other scope of group (application) issues/comments? 
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